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Heiaht

Width

Death

Shipping
Weiaht

206 mm
18% in)

213 mm
(8% InI

213 mm
(8% in1

(5 lb1

2345

171 mm
(6% in)

568 mm
122% in)

391 mm
(15% in)

9 kg
(20 lb)
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803 mm
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15 kg
(33 lb)
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12 kg
(26 lb)
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Model 2345 IS a compact

radial horn having a rated pattern

Model 2350
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The 2350 requires
to couple

the use of a Model 2328 throat adaptor

to a single 50 mm (2 in) throat driver, or a Model

2329 throat adaptor

for use with twodrivers.

one or two JBL drivers

having 25 mm (1 in) throats.

IS

a highly versatile

wide variety of applications

horn which can be used In a

rangrng from high-power

door paging systems to low-dIstortron
installations

of the highest quality
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Model 2355

The general

performance

specifications

and application

notes for Model 2355 are exactly the same as those for
Model 2350, except that rated coverage
Sensitivity

is 114 dB. Nominal

Above curves taken with 2441 compressIon
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